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Maximize Your Website's Earnings and Join BusinessSu
Internet Business Optimizer Affiliate Program at No

As a website owner, you must be constantly on the look-out for ways to optimize yc
from your Internet venture. You must seek partners and tie-ins with other online COI

generate higher income, with as little extra effort as possible.

BusinessSummaries' Internet Business Optimizer is an affiliate program that of
chance to earn unlimited extra money from your existing web business just by refer
visitors to our website. Even better, you are going to be referring a service that is CI

receiving high accolades from thousands of existing subscribers. An affiliate progra
been this easy, and this convenient. Furthermore, signing up is totally free.

How exactly can you earn easily through our Internet Business Optimizer affiliate

1. You earn big commissions. You get up to 20% of gross sales.
2. You can gain enormous profit even from potential competitors. If you s

affiliate program, you are given the option to recruit potential competitors - ,
sell the same products. When you recruit them as your sub-affiliates, you e,
commissions on their sales.

3. You'll Get All the Marketing Tools You Need. You will be provided all the
you need. This includes downloadable articles, white papers, sample book
customer satisfaction surveys, FAQs, banners, buttons, e-mail promotions,
text links, product images, classified ads, pop-ups and start-up guides .

. 4. You'll Get Commissions Even When Visitors You Drive to the Site Buy
A lot of the visitors you drive to our site may choose not to buy right away. 1
however, choose to buy in the future without passing through your site agai
You will still get full credit for every sale.

5. You'll Learn All the Important Tips and Techniques on How to Become
Affiliate. The moment you sign up as an affiliate, you are given immediate,
access to your exclusive Internet Revenue Optimizer Page where you will fi
and tips you need.

6. You'll Gain Access to a 24/7 Live Help Chat. Our affiliate specialists are (
provide live and immediate support 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

7. You'll be instantly notified every time you make a sale. Through your Ai
Resource Membership Page, you can monitor your sales statistics, conve
income earned. Plus, we will let you know whenever your visitors click to OL

or sign up under you as sub-affiliates.

Click here to sign up now. Remember, it's free!

How Can We Guarantee Our Service Sells?

There are several affiliate programs available today. In fact, you may have already
and have been disappointed with the results. Some promise huge earnings that ne-
materialize.

Reasons for this might vary. Some affiliate programs take too much effort. Some al
don't provide you with all the necessary marketing tools. But more often than not, It
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FREE ONE MONTH TRIAL

Subscribe to our free trial and receive
business book summaries for a
month. Sign-up now and get all the
key information you need to keep up
with the latest business trends.
No obligations whatsoever.
Absolutely FREE.

Name:

E-mail:

Submit I

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Individual License
Summaries of business bestsellers
for one year in pdf, Powerpoint, PDA,
and audio formats made available
electronically or by mail.
II Multiple License
Sign-up for multiple subscription and
enjoy discounts on our book
summaries.
IIGift Subscription
Give book summaries as gifts to your
friends or family. Surely a great pick
for all occasions.

Corporate Subscription

Keep your key people updated with
the latest business trends by giving
them access to our book summaries

http://www.bizsum.com/aff. php

an affiliate program doesn't work is this:

Visitors Are Simply Not Interested in Buying the Product or Service

In the Internet age, there are just too many products and services that don't live up
expectations of consumers. Some indiscriminate individuals start Internet business,
researching the value of the products or services they are offering.

The bottom line is: no one can sell a bad product or service.

Earn Guaranteed Income from an Established Service That Really Works!

BusinessSummaries is one of the leading e-commerce sites providing busy execi
entrepreneurs with concise summaries of the latest business bestsellers in five dlfft
PDF, PDA, PPT, Audio and HTML.

"Extremely efficient! I use the key concepts from the summaries for my speeches. I
hours of research time."

- Dr. John D. Butterworth, PhD
Widely-Published Author and Managing Director,
American Data Exchange Corporation.

Each year, the number of subscribers to our BusinessSummaries Pro service has
increased, and customer feedback has been amazingly positive. In fact, a recently-
satisfaction survey clearly shows that more than 90% of our current subscribers are
satisfied with the service we offer.

We receive countless unsolicited testimonials such as the one written above from s
authors alike. As subscriber base grows by leaps and bounds, our revenues are on
uphill. Our Internet Business Optimizer affiliate program is the perfect venue to p.
company that has been proven to be a success.

Click here to sign up now. It's free!

The Easiest Way to Earn Money from the Internet

As an affiliate, you will be earning directly from the revenues the companies gain. P
you do not have to rely on sales generated from your website alone or Internet mar
alone. As you recruit sub-affiliates, you will be able to earn money from their sales;

It is easy to start earning money. In fact, you can start immediately. Sign up for our
program today and earn commissions by merely copying and pasting snippets of
into your website or e-mail images. Your unique link will be specially coded to track
automatically. It's that easy.

Remember, you have nothing to worry about because we'll be providing you with al
you'll need. So you'll be earning unlimited extra income from an Internet business y
have with very little effort.

Sign Up Before Applicants are Screened!

Right now, the door is open for any potential affiliate. However, it is only a matter 01
number of applicants will increase substantially, and we will be forced to start scree
applicants that have less than 5,000 visitors a month.

Fortunately for you, we are not screening our applicants yet. You can still join our a
regardless of how many visitors you have.
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And once we do start screening members, you don't have to worry about losing out
deal. So join right now!

Join Our Internet Business Optimizer in 3 Easy Steps!

1. Simply fill out the application form.
2. Within a few minutes, you'll receive a welcome e-mail with your exclusive pi

exclusive BusinessSummaries' Internet Business Optimizer affiliate prograr
3. Start earning cash effortlessly!

Contact Us

If you experience any problems, or have any questions about our affiliate program,
our affiliate manager, Samantha Reyes at samantha@bizsum.com . You can also (
at 1-877-358-4208. Or you can scroll down at the bottom of our index page or left b
inner page and click for Live Help.

Read Business Book Summaries to Absorb Targeted Information
Subscribe to BusinessSummaries Pro for only $69.95 and get:

• Unlimited access to a continuously-growing online archive of over 300 busi
summaries valued at $1,200.00

• A new summary each week for an entire year - a total of 52 books valued c
• Easy and convenient access to summaries in four easy formats:

- Adobe Acrobat (PDF)
- Microsoft PowerPoint (PPT)
- Personal Digital Assistant (PDA)
- Audio (MP3)
- HTML

• Access to easy-to-navigate membership site.

• SPECIAL BONUS OFFER!
Free copy of Inside the Guru Mind Series*
That is a total of 12 summaries valued at $49.95 at no extra cost! This is a\
BusinessSummaries.Com.

Get more than $1,200 worth of value for only
$69.95 and:

• Increase your business confidence by
leaps and bounds.

• Spend less time learning, and more time
doing! Put the latest business ideas into
practice immediately!

• Remember better and learn more
• Save time and reduce information

overload!
• Stay ahead of the latest marketing

trends, learn explosive marketing
techniques, and discover investment
strategies for the new economy.

• Improve your leadership skills and take
your business into the global economy
like a pro.

• Increase your productivity - both
personal and in your workplace.

Ready to dive into a vast sea of (
information?

Learn and apply the latest busine
ideas and concepts. Subscribe tc
BusinessSummaries today for OL

low rate of only $69.95!

Subscribing is totally risk-free. N(
guarantee a safe and secure pay
we also over an unconditional 10
Back Guarantee for the entire du
subscription!

You have nothing to lose so fill UI
subscribe now!

Fill up this form to sub
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